Company Profile

ABOUT US
Social Matters is founded by two youngsters with an aim to bring
businesses into digital marketing realm helping them grow and
develop. The two founders who are experts in various areas of
digital marketing formed a young and vibrant team that has
become "SOCIAL MATTERS." Having started in 2020, we have
dealt with clients from different industries giving us exposure to a
space where we have explored methods to induce digital
marketing for the growth of different companies.

OUR SERVICES
OUR IN-HOUSE SERVICES INCLUDE:
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING AND OPTIMISATION
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION AND SEARCH ENGINE
MARKETING
CONTENT WRITING
PAY PER CLICK
WEB DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT
APP DEVELOPMENT
PR
INFLUENCER MARKETING
ADVERTISEMENT SHOOTS
PHOTOGRAPHY& VIDEOGRAPHY
FRANCHISE CONSULTATION
FRANCHISE MARKETING
MAGAZINE

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING AND OPTIMISATION
Users have migrated online to gratify their needs and now
with digital media being the medium that offers everything,
we at Social Matters are here to ensure that the users pick
your brand amidst the million other brands. We integrate,
promote and optimise strategies that create brand image,
recognition, loyalty and bring new leads. Whether your
business is a B2B or B2C, social media is a powerful way to
build brand awareness, build a positive image, and drive
lead generation.
Social Strategy Development
Social Media Consulting
Social Media Promotion
Social Media Advertising
Community Engagement

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION AND MARKETING
Social Matters optimises your brand to gain visibility in the
endless world of digital media. Make your brand appear
online for relevant searches with our help and drive traffic to
your brand’s presence through our optimisers. Social Matters
through expert innovative optimisation will help you garner
the attention of your target audience while bringing in new
customers to view and engage with your brand.
Keyword Research
Technical SEO
Complete SEO Audits
SEO Consulting
Well-Optimised URL structure

Our data driven approach ensures that you understand the true ROI of your social media efforts,
and our team works tirelessly to improve the return on your investment in social media.

CONTENT WRITING
Our content writers appeal to the audience with the right
choice of words and content for your brand. The words that
we use leave a lasting impression on the users. Here at
Social Matters, we aim to help integrate content-based
marketing for the brands to ensure their presence is felt
widely amongst a plethora of users.
Playing around with words and using quirky contents attracts
the audience and adds value to your service or product. The
goal is to recognise the right kind of occasions, hashtags,
trending topics and discussions by the public that can be
integrated in promoting your brand.
Concise writing
Simple but effective language
Creative and engaging

PAY-PER-CLICK
More than 60% of website traffic starts with a search
engine query. Pay-Per-Click (PPC) puts your brand at the top
of search results for queries relevant to your brand and
audience. This valuable advertising real estate can provide
an immediate source of targeted traffic to your website,
driving conversions and contributing to revenue growth.
PPC Strategy Development
PPC Research
Campaign Setup
Turnkey PPC Campaigns
PPC Optimization

At Social Matters, we have extensive experience leveraging PPC to drive growth for our clients. Our
approach to PPC is data-driven, which allows us to deploy campaigns that focus on efficiency and
constant improvement.

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
The very first representation of your brand online is through
a website. Our team uses their expertise to bring out the
best presence for your brand digitally through establishing a
domain of one’s own. We aim to pay attention to every
minute detail about your company from content to visual
elements that will help you market your brand. Our goal is to
make web designs and develop websites that speak about
your brand and its importance.
User friendly design
Fast loading speed
Web compatibility

APP DEVELOPMENT
Social Matters uses technical knowledge from
programming language to analytical tools to develop
applications that are designed as per your brand’s needs
and sets you apart from the various applications that are
already existing
App development service
UI UX design and development
Application maintenance and support

PR
Want to be the apple of the public eye? Get your hands-on professional image shaping
assistance at Social Matters. Establishing and shaping exceptional public image using
strategic plans to create a relation with the audience is our goal. Here are our offered PR
practices:
Political PR: We establish an image that politically sets you apart. Using the digital media
we help you organize conferences, debates, and conventions that establish a relationship
with your audience.
Celebrity PR: As a celebrity never be out of sight and we are here to make sure that your
digital presence is felt as well as a bond is created with your audience.
Movie PR: Social Matters use our expertise to maximize audience reach and coverage by
organizing promotional events. We ensure to publicise step-by-step making of the movie
from the pre-production stage to the post-production stage. Press meets and conferences
are our way of setting us apart from the others in this universe.
Production PR: Our company uses expert knowledge of the field to help your production
house receive the necessary publicity, promotion, and coverage for your productions and
programs. Our team is here to assist you in organizing events to stand out in the digital
media and bring a wider reach for the audience.

INFLUENCER MARKETING
Influencer marketing is the need of the hour for brands to
do collaborative work and promote themselves in the
market. We've got top influencers on board with the
maximum reach that can help your brand to reach a wide
audience
We believe in
Attracting new customers and sales
Increasing repeat purchases by the customers
Bridging the gap between customer and brand
Increasing the customer loyalty
Maximizing customer lifetime revenue

ADVERTISEMENT SHOOTS
Advertisement shoots are necessary for a brand as the
consumers these days believes in visual. Brands have few
milliseconds to make the best impression and only images,
messages that can manage to stand out can capture the
consumer's attention fully. We provide the best
advertisement shoots that can make your product stand out
in the consumer community.
Product/service shoots
Branding shoot
Commercial shoot

PHOTOGRAPHY& VIDEOGRAPHY:
Brand photography is a suite of professional images that
represent your business visually, and fit with your visual
identity through their use of colors, tone, props, sets, and
more.
Fashion photography & videography
Editorial photography & videography
Event photography & videography

FRANCHISE CONSULTATION
We work across various industries to make the best
franchise option available to our investors. We have the
vision to give our investors the safest options with high ROI.
We make the process easier by providing easier process
and end-to-end support to our clients.
Strategy
Finance
Operations
Legal services
Marketing collaterals

FRANCHISE MARKETING
We provide solutions to help you with these important
aspects of your franchise's growth. From developing highend websites and sales tools to lead generation campaigns
that target your ideal prospects, our experienced team will
build a marketing campaign to suit your franchise’s needs.
Generating leads
Conversation
Franchise development

MAGAZINE
We plan appealing, authoritative & impactful magazine ads
for longer Shelf Time with Clutter-free & category focussed
editorial environment and make sure to target a specific
niche for increased conversions with 3 lakh + subscribes
base
Magazine ads
Brand feature
Leads generation

CLIENTELE

CLIENTELE

AND MANY MORE...

Social Media
Links

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/socialmatt
ers.agency/

INSTAGRAM
https://instagram.com/_social_matters

LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/company/65
656477

FOUNDERS

SAIGAGAN BHONAGIRI

VISHNU VARDHAN

TALK TO US

ADDRESS
Banjara Hills | Tirumalagiri, Hyderabad

PHONE NUMBER

FOR QUESTIONS & INFO:

+91 9959943211

EMAIL ADDRESS
hello@socialmatters.agency

WEBSITE
www.socialmatters.agency

